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PSEUDOCONVEX CLASSES OF FUNCTIONS. Ill

CHARACTERIZATION OF DUAL PSEUDOCONVEX CLASSES
ON COMPLEX HOMOGENEOUS SPACES

ZBIGNIEW SLODKOWSKI

ABSTRACT. Invariant classes of functions on complex homogeneous spaces,

with properties similar to those of the class of plurisubharmonic functions, are

studied. The main tool is a regularization method for these classes, and the

main theorem characterizes dual classes of functions (where duality is defined

in terms of the local maximum property). These results are crucial in proving

a duality theorem for complex interpolation of normed spaces, which is given

elsewhere.

1. Introduction. Pseudoconvex classes of functions, which generalize the well-

known classes of convex, subharmonic, plurisubharmonic and g-plurisubharmonic

functions, were introduced and studied in the abstract context in [11], and in [12]

a complete description of translation invariant pseudoconvex classes on RN was

given.

Pseudoconvex classes were applied in [13] to complex interpolation of normed

or quasinormed spaces parametrized by points of a subset of a several-dimensional

complex homogeneous space (in the spirit of Coifman et al. [3, 4]). The exposition

in [13], and especially the duality theorem for complex interpolation families of

normed spaces proved therein, relied on a characterization of the class of functions

which is dual, in a certain sense, to a given one. The main aim of this paper is to

prove this characterization (Theorem 4.9 below). Alongside, we generalize to the

context of complex homogeneous spaces some of the results of [12].

For basic definitions, notation and background the reader is referred to [11, §1].

We recall, however, the axioms. A class of functions on a topological space M

is called generalized pseudoconvex if M is locally compact and axioms (1.1)—(1.6)

hold. Below U and V denote open subsets of M.

(1.1) P(U) C usc(U).

(1.2) If V C U and u E P(U), then u\V E P(V).

(1.3) If u„ E P(U), un(x) \ u(x), xeU, then u E P(U).

(1.4) If (ut)ter C P(U) and u(x) = supt6Tut(x) is locally bounded from

the above, then u* E P(U).
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(1.5) If u E P(U) and C E R, then (u + C) E P(U).

(1.6) If U is relatively compact, then P(U) contains a bounded function.

In this paper, M will be a complex homogeneous space M = K/H, where K

is a real Lie group, H its closed subgroup, and the maps tg: M —► M, where

tg(gyH) = (ggy)H, are biholomorphic with respect to the given complex structure

of M. In §2, we approximate functions of an invariant (in the sense of (1.9) below,

with n = 0), generalized pseudoconvex class P by functions of the same class whose

second-order derivatives are measures (cf. Corollary 2.9).

Applications to complex interpolation of normed spaces in [13] require studying

generalized pseudoconvex classes P on the trivial bundle M = M x C". (Note that

M is also a complex homogeneous space since M = K/H, where K — K ffi C",

H = H ffi {0}.) In §§4 and 5, we will assume that P satisfies also conditions (1.7)-

(1.9) below (and is, consequently, pseudoconvex; cf. [11, Definition 1.4, Proposition

1.7]).

(1.7) P is a sheaf.

(1.8)(i) In case it is defined on M, class P is complex in the sense that, if

u E P and v is plurisubharmonic, then (u + v) E P.

(1.8)(ii) In case it is denned on M = M x C", class P is admissible in the

following sense. If U C M, u E P(U), and v(z,w) is a function

plurisubharmonic on U in (z, w) and such that slice functions w —►

v(z, w) are locally convex, then (u + v) E P.

(1.9) If u E P(U), UcM = MxCn,M = K/H, then u o tg>w E

P(tg,i(U)), where t9tW(gyH®wy) = (ggy)H®(w + wy), g,gy E K,

W,Wy €C".

In §3, we assign to an admissible class of functions on M the set of forms on

TP(M) which are sums of the complex Hessian in (z, w) and of the real Hessian in

w, for uE P. Properties of this object to a large extent determine properties of P,

and are crucial in proving the main duality result, Theorem 4.9. The latter, as well

as other facts of §4, are proved for special pseudoconvex classes P on M which are

invariant with respect to biholomorphic bundle automorphisms (z, w) —► (z, Tz(w)),

where z E M, Tz: Cn —► C" is a C-affine map. This condition is a natural one, as

far as complex interpolation families of normed spaces are concerned. (In [13] we

define interpolating norms in terms of such class P.)

The results of this paper can be substantially generalized; some indications in

this direction are given in §5.

2. Approximation by functions with lower bounded Hessian on dif-

ferentiable manifolds. We first define the class of functions with lower bounded

Hessian, denoted further by Ci'^, loc, on a differentiable manifold M. (The previ-

ous definition, for the Euclidean case M = RN (cf. [9, §2]) was formulated in terms

of convex functions, and so is not immediately applicable in the general context.)

We will then show that P n Ci'^ loc is dense in P, whenever P is a generalized

pseudoconvex class on M satisfying a suitable invariance condition (cf. Corollary

2.9).
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PROPOSITION 2.1 (FOLK). Let K C U C RN, where K is compact and U

open. Let r = mfmdist(K,dU). Then, for every M > 0, there is C > 0 (e.g.

C = 2M/r) such that, for every locally convex function v onU with supj/ |t;| < M,

its restriction to K is Lipschitz (of order 1) with Lipschitz constant not exceeding

C.

As in [9, §2], we denote that u E Cl(U), where L > 0 and U C RN, if the

function x —► u(x) + |L|x|2 is locally convex. Below the norm of a symmetric or

Hermitian matrix is maximum modulus of its eigenvalues.

LEMMA 2.2. Ifu: U —» R is a locally convex function and F = (/i,... ,/jv): V

—*U is a C^ -smooth map, where U C RN, V C RN are open sets, then for every

relatively compact subset H ofV, the function v — uoF can be represented (on H) as

the difference of a locally convex and of a smooth function. Precisely, v]H E C\(H),

where L — (2/r)]|u||r/||d2-F||ff, r = mindist(F(H),dU), \\u\\u — supj,6C/ ]u(y)] and

\\d2F[\„ = Ef=i suPx6„ ||(Hess/,)(x)||.

PROOF. Assume first that u is smooth. By the chain rule,

d2v(x)       ■s-*    d2u   dfr dfs     t—* du    d2fr

dxjdxk      ^ dyrdys dx3 dxk     ~[dVr dxjdx^

j, k — 1,2,..., N'. By the local convexity of u(y), the part of Hess v(x) corresn i-

ing to the terms of the first sum is a positive semidefinite form, say Ay, such tnat

(Hessv)(x) = Ay + A2, where

^ = E(^;)(^))(Hess/r)(x).

By Proposition 2.1, if x E H, then

||A2||<||grad«(j/)||-||(d2F)(x)||<L.

Thus, all the eigenvalues of (Hessn)(x), x E H, are greater than or equal to -L,

and so v\H E Cl(H); cf. [9, Propositions 2.2(iii), 2.3(ix)].

If u is an arbitrary, locally convex function, fix e > 0 and choose a descending

sequence of smooth convex functions (un), defined in Us = {x E U: dist(x, dU) >

£■} and such that un(x) —► u(x), x E Ue, and ||un||r/£ < \\u\]u +£■ Let vn = unoF.

Then vn\H E Cl(s)(H), where L(e) = (2/(r - e))(||«|| + e)]]d2F]]H.

Since vn(x) \ v(x), x E F_1((7£), v[H E C\,e)(H), by [9, Proposition 2.3(vii)].

Since lim£_0 L(e) = L, v\H E CXL(H); cf. [9, Proposition 2.3].    Q.E.D.
The last lemma motivates the following

DEFINITION 2.3. Let M be a differentiable C(2)-manifold. A function u: U -» R

(U open) is said to have locally lower bounded Hessian (i.e. u E Ci'^, 1oc(l7)) if,

for every x EU, there is a coordinate neighborhood Ux of x, such that u\Ux fl U =

ui — u2, where u2 is smooth and uy is convex with respect to some coordinate

system in Ux.

REMARK 2.4. If, in the context of the last definition, we fix a family of coordinate

systems (Ut,Ff), t ET, where (JUt = U, and an open covering {Ht}teT of U such

that every Ht is relatively compact in Ut, t E T, then u: U —> R is of class
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C-'oo.iocC^)' ^ and omy *f wr eaca t E T, u\Ht E Cht-,(Ht), with some constant

L(t) > 0, with respect to the coordinate system Fl = (/',..., /^).

The remark and the next corollary are direct consequences of Lemma 2.2.

COROLLARY 2.5. IfV,U are C™-manifolds, u E C^^U), and$:V -> U

is a C'2' -smooth mapping, then tio$e Cl'^o locOO-

We will now generalize results of [12, §2]; cf. also [9, Theorem 2.9] to the set-

ting when the group of translation of RN is replaced by a local Lie group W of

diffeomorphisms.

Let W be a real local Lie group, with unit element e, product gyg2 EW defined

for gy, g2 EWy, where Wy is a neighborhood of e, and inverse g'1 EW for g E W.

Assume that an open subset M0 C M and maps tg: Mo —* M, g EW, satisfying

conditions (2.1)-(2.5) are given.

(2.1) tg is a diffeomorphism onto its range, for every g E W.

(2.2) The map (x,g) -> tgx: M0 x W -> M is C(2)-differentiable.

(2.3) For every x E M0, the map g —> tgx: W —* M has differential of

constant rank equal to dimM.

(2.4) tex = x,        x E Mq.

(2.5) For every compact K C Mo, there is a neighborhood W* of e,

W* C W, such that whenever g,h E W*, then tg o th is defined

near K and tg o th = tgh.

In the following lemma we generalize the operation of supremum-convolution

introduced in [9, §2]; cf. also [12, §2].

LEMMA 2.6. Let M be a differentiable manifold of class C^2\ and let Mq,W,

{tg}g€W satisfy conditions (2.1)-(2.5). Let H be an open, relatively compact set

with H C Mo. Then there is a neighborhood Wq, with e E Wo C W, such that for

every u E usc(Mo)nL°° and for every function p E C^2\W, R) satisfying conditions

(2.6) p(e) = 0,

(2.7) p\W\W0 < -2||u||oc,

the function

(2.8) p*su(x) :=snp(p(g)+u(tgx))
9

is of class CJqq 1oc on H.

PROOF. Fix p E H; it is enough to show that p *s u is of Cl'^ loc class in a

neighborhood of p. By (2.3) and the constant rank theorem [8, Theorem 1.3.14],

there is a neighborhood Wo of e, a coordinate neighborhood Hp of p, and a C^2^-

smooth map s: nbhd(i/p) -+ W, such that

(2.9) s(p) = e;    ta>x)p = x,        xE nbhd(Hp),
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(2.10) s(Hp) C Wo, where g = gyg2g^x is defined and tgx E Mq, when-

ever gy, g2, f/3 E Wo and xEH.

ASSERTION. There is a C'2'-map (xo, go, x) —> p(xo, go, x) of a neighborhood of

Hp x Wo x Hp into W, such that

(2.11) p(x0, go, xo) = 9o,       (xo, go) E nbhd(/7p x W0),

(2-12) '^(lo.go.a:)1 = *9oxO-

Let p(xo,go,x) = g0s(xo)s(x)~1. Then (2.11) and smoothness are obvious. As

for (2.12), t^x = *90*s(x0)*7(3)X = tgots/Xo)p = tgox0, by (2.9). (W0 has to be small

enough so that (2.5) holds.)

Actually, the assertion could be proven using only conditions (2.1)-(2.4) without

any local group structure on W. In the remainder of the proof only (2.4) and the

assertion are used.

Denote v(x) = sup{p(p(x0,go,x)) + u(tgox0): go E Wp, x0 E Hp}, for x E

nbhd(Hp). Observe that v(x) = p*s u(x) for x E nbhd(LTp), assuming (2.6) and

(2.7). On one hand, if we let g = p(xo, go, x), then g E W and tgx E M0 by (2.10),

and tgx = tgox0 by (2.12). Jlence, p(p(x0,go,x)) + u(tgox0) = p(g) + u(tgx), and

so v(x) < p*s w(x) for x E Hp. Concerning the opposite inequality, note first that

(2.13) p *s u(x) - sup (p(g) + u(tgx)).
gew0

Indeed, by (2.7) and (2.6), if g E W\}V0, then_p(g) + u(tgx) < —2||«||oo + Nloo <

0 - ||u||oo < P(c) + u(tex). If g E W0, x E Hp, then, by (2.11), p(g) + u(tgx) =

p(p(x,g,x)) + u(tgx) < v(x), and so, by (2.13), p*au(x) < v(x) near Hp. By the

previous inequality, p*su and v are equal near Hp. We will conclude the proof by

showing that v E Ci'^)>loc.

By the assertion, the function (xo,(7o,x) —► p(p(x0,(?0)aO) is C'2' near Hp x

Wo x Hp. Fix a coordinate system on a neighborhood of Hp. Clearly, for some

neighborhood H* of Hp, all the functions

x -» p(p(x0, go, x)): H* -> R,        (x0, ffo) E Hp x W0,

have uniformly bounded Hessian, say by common constant L > 0, and the same

holds for the family of functions

(2.14) x-> p(p(xo,g0,x)) + u(tgoxo),        xoE~Hp, goEW.

By [9, Proposition 2.3(ix)], all these functions belong to the class Cl(H*) (relative

to the fixed coordinate system). Since ||u||oo < oo, the family (2.14) is uniformly

bounded and so its supremum, namely v, is of class C\(H*) by [9, Proposition

2.3(iv)]. By Remark 2.4, the proof is complete.     Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 2.7. Let M,Mo,W,{tg}g€w be as in Lemma 2.6. (Local group

structure on W and (2.1)-(2.3), (2.5) are not assumed; continuity of (x,g) —►

tgx: Mo x W —+ M and (2.4) are assumed instead.) Let P be a generalized pseudo-

convex class of functions on M, such that

(2.15) uotg^P^-^U)),    whenever g EW, uEP(U), ^(C/) C M0.
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If H C Mo, H compact and Wo is a neighborhood of e, such that tg(H) c Mo

for g E Wo, then, for every u E P(M0) and upper-bounded function p: W —> R,

satisfying conditions (2.6), (2.7), the usc regularization of p*su is of class P on H.

PROOF. By (2.13), p *s u\H is the supremum of functions p(g) + uotg, g E

W0, which are of class P by (2.15) and (1.5). Since these functions are uni-

formly bounded from above, the usc regularization of p *s u E P(H), by axiom

(1.4).    Q.E.D.

LEMMA 2.8. Let M be a C^-manifold, W a local Lie group, tg: Mo —» M, g E

W, where Mo C M. Assume, (2.1)-(2.5) hold. Let P be a generalized pseudoconvex

class of functions on M (i.e. (1.1)-(1.6) hold) satisfying (2.15). Then, for every

u E P(U), U C Mo, and for every compact set K C U, there is a sequence (uk)kLy

of functions on Mo, such that uk\K E P(nbhd.K') flCi'^ loc(nbhd K) and Uk(x) \

u(x), x E K.

PROOF (SKETCH). Denote by B°°(Mo) the space of bounded Borel measur-

able functions on Ma- We construct first (nonlinear) operators Rn'. B°°(Mo) —*

B°°(Mo) with the following properties:

(2.16) (Rnu)(x) > (Rn+1u)(x) > u(x),        x E M0;

(2.17) Umn(RnU)(x) = u(x) for every x at which function u is upper

semicontinuous;

(2.18) whenever U C M0, u E B°°(M0)nP(U), H is compact and H C U,

then there is n0, such that (Rnu)]H E P(H) n Cl'^tloc(H), for

n>n0 = n0(jy, ||u||oo)-

To define Rn, choose a basis (Wn) of neighborhoods of e, such that Wn+y C Wn,

n = 1,2,..., a sequence (Cn) C R, with Cn f oo, and a sequence of smooth

functions pn: W —> R, n = 1,2,..., such that

(2.19) Pn(0) = 0 > Pn(g),        g € W, n = 1,2,...,

(2.20) Pn{g)>Pn+i{9),       g€W,n = l,2,...,

(2.21) Pn(9) = -Cn,       gEW\Wn.

Let Rnu(x) = pn *9 u(x) = sup{pn(g) + u(tgx) \ g E W}, x E Mq, where u(x) — 0,

if x E Mo\domain(u).

Clearly, (2.16) holds by (2.19) and (2.20). By (2.13), it holds

(2.22) (Rnu)(x) = sup{pn(g) + u(tgx): g E Wn},

provided 2IHIOO < Cn. This and (2.16) implies (2.17). Finally, Lemma 2.6, Corol-
lary 2.7 and (2.22) imply (2.18).

Shrinking U, if necessary, we can assume that U is relatively compact and u

bounded from the above on U. By axiom (1.6), P(U) contains a bounded function,

say h. By (1.4), (1.5), the function x —► 2~k + max(u(x), -fc + h(x)) is of class

P on U. It is now easy to check, using (2.16)-(2.18), that, given u E P(U) and a

compact set K C U, we can choose a sequence nk / oo, such that the functions

Ufc(x) = i2n/t(2_fe-r-max(u(x), —k+h(x))) have all the required properties. We omit

further details (similar to those in [12, §2 or 9, Proof of Theorem 2.9]).    Q.E.D.
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COROLLARY 2.9. Let M be a real homogeneous space K/H and P be a gen-

eralized pseudoconvex class on M (i.e. (1.1)—(1.6) hold), invariant in the sense

of (1.9) (with n = 0). Then P fl Gj^y^ is dense in P in the following sense:

whenever u E P(U), K C U C M, K is compact, then there exist functions

un E P(nbhdii') nCl'^ loc(nbhdX), n = 1,2,..., such that un(x) \ u(x), xEK.

PROOF. The corollary follows directly from the last lemma and well-known

properties of homogeneous spaces; cf. Kobayashi and Nomizu [6, Vol. II, Chapter

IX]. (Conditions (2.1)-(2.5) hold with W = K,M0 = M = K/H.)    Q.E.D.

3.    Invariant classes of functions on complex homogeneous spaces.

From now on, we consider generalized pseudoconvex classes P on M = M x Cn,

where M = K/H is a complex homogeneous space, related to the complex structure

of M via the admissibility condition (1.8)(ii). The approximation result of §2 (based

on axiom (1.9)) enables us to study the relation between class P and Hessians of

functions in P (similarly as it was done in [12, §3] for the case M = RN). In this

section we discuss only those facts which will be needed in the proof of Theorem

4.9.

Fix p = (zo,wo) E M = M x C". (At this stage M is just a complex manifold

M with dimcM = fc.) Let P be a class of functions on M, satisfying (1.8)(ii).

We will assign to P a class Yp of homogeneous quadratic forms on TP(M) (= the

tangent space at p).

We will call a system of coordinates on M admissible, if it is of the form

(<;y(z),... ,Ck(z),wy,... ,wn), where (?i,... ,ft) form a holomorphic coordinate sys-

tem on M and Wy,... ,wn are the standard coordinates on C™. To develop the

definition of Yp, fix an admissible coordinate system (clt... ,ck,wy,.. .,wn) at p

and consider any function u of class P n Cl'^, loc near p, which has the second-

order Peano differential at p. (There are plenty of such functions, by Corollary

2.9, if (1.9) is assumed; then the second-order Peano differential exists a.e. by

[1, 2]; cf. also comments in [9, §3, p. 311].) Let^X" = (Zy,..., Zk,Wy,... ,Wn)

denote (complex) coordinates of a vector in TP(M), with respect to the basis

d/dcy,..., d/dck, d/dwy,..., d/dwn corresponding to fixed admissible coordinate

system. We split second-order differential of u at p into part (I) and part (II), where

^(I) = 2J±^Zi+±^Wj

+Re Err^+E^+E/Fw .L-*t ozidzj      J     ^—' azidwa       *     *-*? dwvdzj   F   J
13 J %q * V3

(3.2) part (II) = Re ( £ ^M-WpWq\ + Hesscu(p)(X,X),

V pq        Pi J
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h*°*)(x, X) - £ jgL**, + £ Jf^z,w,

(3 3) 'J '9

*—f dzpdwj        J     *-^ dwvdwa    y    vP2 PQ v        y

Observe now that, if a function v(z, w) satisfies the next condition

(3.4) v(z, w) is pluriharmonic in (z, w) E M x Cn and, for every z, the

slice function w —> v(z,w) is /2-afrine,

then its (quadratic) differential consists only of part (I) and this property is true

for every admissible coordinate system. Observe now that, given any type I differ-

ential at p (in a fixed admissible coordinate system), we can represent it as the full

quadratic differential (at p) of a function v(z, w) satisfying (3.4). Just take v(z, w) —

the real part of a suitable quadratic polynomial in Cy(z),... ,ck(z),wy,... ,wn (cf.

(3.1)). (This polynomial does not include terms wpwq.) By adding such v(z, w) to

u(z,w), we can freely control part (I) of the differential of (u + v), while part (II)

stays unchanged. Since for every such v, it holds: v + P = (—v) + P = P (by axiom

(1.8)(ii)), we conclude that it is part (II) of a differential which determines whether

this differential is equal to the differential of a function in P n Cf].'^ loc.

So far, the admissible coordinate system Cy,... ,Ck,wy,... ,wn was kept fixed.

Since the change from one to another admissible coordinate system is of the form

fi = ?{(?)>•••>?* = f/t(f). w'i = wy,...,w'n = wn, with c -* f* biholomorphic,
computations like in Krantz [7, p. 105], and (3.3), (3.4) imply that part (II) is func-

torial and defines, independently on the choice of the admissible coordinate system,

a real homogeneous quadratic form on TP(M), which we denote by Hessnu(p). The

following definition is, by now, justified.

DEFINITION 3.1. (a) We let hp denote the real vector space of real quadratic

forms on TP(M) which, relative to some admissible coordinate system, have repre-

sentation

A(Z®W) + Re(W,BW)

= (Z,AnZ) + (Z,Ay2W) + (W,A21Z) + (W, A22W) + Re(W, BW),

where (■, •) denotes the standard C-bilinear product.

(b) We let /i+ denote the open convex cone in hv consisting of all forms (3.5),

such that both the Hermitian part A(Z®W) and the symmetric form (W, A22W +

Re(W, BW) are positive definite.

(c) Let Y^ be the subset of hp consisting of all forms Hessnu(p), where u E

P n Ci',^ ioc (near p) and u has a second-order Peano differential at p. We denote

by Yp the closure of Yp in hp and call Yp the class of forms representing P at p.

REMARK 3.2. By previous discussion, given an admissible coordinate system

near p E M and a function u, with the second-order Peano differential at p, there

is a function v satisfying (3.4) (in particular, Hessni>(p) = 0), such that the second-

order differential at p, in a given coordinate system, is equal to Hessnu(p).

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let M be a complex manifold, M = MxCn,pEM, and

P be an admissible class of usc functions on M; cf. (1.8)(ii).  Then h+ is an open
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convex cone, such that hp~n(-hp~) = 0, and hp, with order determined by hp~, is an

ordered vector space. The set Yp is an order cone in hp (i.e. if F EYp and AE h+,

then (F + A) E Yp); cf. [12, Definition A.2(i)]. Furthermore, the representing class

Yp is a closed order cone and Int Yp C Yp.

In the further discussion we will use elementary results on order cones in ordered

finite-dimensional vector spaces, which were collected in [12, Appendix A].

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.3. Properties of ri+ are obvious.

Let F E Yp and F+ E h+. Fix an admissible coordinate system ((y,...,ck,

wy,..., wn) at p. Then, there is u E PflCi'^, loc(nbhdp), such that F — Hessnu(p).

Let <p be a quadratic polynomial in Cy,... ,ck,~$y,... ,ffc,wi,... ,wn,wy,... ,wn, de-

termined by the representation of F+, relative to the admissible coordinate system

(cf. (3.5)). Let

V(Z, W) = <p($y(z), ..., Ck(z), Cy (z), ..., Ck(z),Wy, . . . , Wn, Wy , . . . ,Wn).

Clearly, Hessnt;(p) = F+. On the other hand, v(z, w) is plurisubharmonic in (z, w)

and convex in w, and so, by (1.8)(ii), (u + v) E P C\ Cj^ loc. Hence, F + F+ =

Hess(u + v)(p) E Yp. Thus, Fp' is an order cone.

By [12, Proposition A.5(iii),(v)], both Yp = Y/, and Int(yp') must be order cones,

and Yl D Int(Yp).   Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Under assumptions of Proposition 3.3, the class of forms

representing Pd (= the dual class of functions to P; cf. [11, Definition 1.11]) at

p E M is contained in YpD = {F E hp: (F + Yp) n (-h+) = 0} (= the dual order

cone; cf. [12, Definition A.2(iii)]).

PROOF. Consider another order structure on hp determined by the open, convex

cone h° consisting of all forms (3.5) which are positive definite. Clearly, h° C h+.

(If a form (3.5) is positive definite, then its Hermitian part is also positive definite;

see e.g. [9, p. 319].) By [12, Remark A.7], the dual order cones to Yv relative to

either structure (i.e. (hp,h+) and (hv,h0)) are the same. Furthermore, by [12,

Lemma A.8], YpD = (T/,)D = (Y;)D and so (Y;)D = {F E hp: (F + Fp') n (-A0) =

0}. Consequently, if the class of forms representing Pd at p is not contained in

YpD, then there exist functions «i E P(nbhdp), u2 E P(nbhdp), both of class

C7-'oo,ioc and having second-order Peano differentials at p, such that Hessnui (p) =

Fy, Hessnu2(p) = F2, and Fy + F2 is negative definite.

Fix an admissible coordinate system (cy,... ,ck,wy,... ,wn) at p. By Remark

3.2, we can add to Uy + u2 a function v(z, w) satisfying condition (3.4), so that the

second-order Peano differential of (uy+u2 + v) at p is equal to ^1+^2- Identifying

Fy+F2 with a matrix, we can now write (uy+u2+v)(x) = ((Fy + F2)K,K)+r(K),

where K is the vector [c(x)-g(p);w(x)-w(p)] and limI_p(r(A')/||/C||2) = 0. Since

((Fy + F2)K,K) < -e||.K"||2, for some e > 0, function uy + u2 +v has strict local

maximum at p. This contradicts the definition of Pd; cf. [11, Definition 1.11]

because (ui +v)EP, by (1.8)(ii).    Q.E.D.

The separation property introduced in the next definition will serve to localize

maximum properties.
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DEFINITION 3.5. We say that a complex manifold M has the separation property,

if for every compact set K c M, the algebra Hoi (if), consisting of all functions

holomorphic in a neighborhood of K, separates points of K.

EXAMPLE. Every open subset of an arbitrary Stein manifold has the separation

property in the above sense.

LEMMA 3.6. Let M be a complex manifold with the separation property. Let

K,L be compact subsets of M = M x C", such that L c K, and u E usc(if).

Assume that maxu|L < max.u]K. Then there is a neighborhood of K of the form

V x Cn and a function v. V x Cn -* R, satisfying condition (3.4) and xo E K\L,

such that

(3.6) (u + v)(xo)=0>(u + v)(x),        xeK\{x0}.

PROOF. Choose a compact neighborhood X of K in M of the form X = V x

B(0, R), where V is open in M, V = Int(I^). Let A be the closed subspace of C(X)

consisting of functions of the form

h(z,w) = h0(z) + hy(z)wy H-h hn(z)wn,

where hi E C(V) fl Hol(V), i = 0,1,..., n. Applying [11, Lemma A.l and Propo-

sition A.4] to the function uy E usc(X), defined by uy]K — u, uy\X\K = —oo, we

obtain py E A and xo E K\L, such that

(uy +Repi)(xo) = 0 > (uy +Repy)(x),        x E X\{x0}.

(Note. Functions in A separate points of X by the separation property of M,

and so assumptions of [11, Lemma A.l] hold.) Let p(z,w) be an extension of py

to V x C", which is C-affine in w. Clearly, p E Hol(V x C") and the function

v(z, w) = Re p(z, w) satisfies all the requirements of the lemma.    Q.E.D.

LEMMA 3.7. Let M be a complex manifold with the separation property (cf.

Definition 3.5). Let M U B, where M = M x C", be a locally compact topological

space, such that M C\B = 0 and B is closed in M U B. Let K be a compact subset

of M U B and u E nsc(K). Assume that u is of class Cj^ loc on K\(d~K U B)

and that for almost all points x = (z,w) E K\(d~K U B), Hess lu(x) is not of

class (-h+).  Thenmaxu\K < maxu\(d~K U (K f)B)).

PROOF. Suppose that maxu]K > maxu\(d~K Ufiffl B)). Then there is a

compact set Ky C K fl M, such that maxu]Ky > maxu]d~Ky. By Lemma 3.7,

there exists a function v(z,w), satisfying condition (3.4) in a neighborhood of Ky,

and xo = (zo,ujo) E Int/fi, such that (u + v)(x0) = 0 > (u + v)(x), x E Ky\{x0}-

Since Hessnu = 0, Hessn(u + v)(x) does not belong to -ft+ for a.a. x € Int(Ki).

Choose now an admissible coordinate system (cy,..., Ck, wy,..., wn) defined in

a neighborhood U of xo, and let U' denote the image of U in Ck+n under the

coordinate map. Denote by uy: U' —> [—oo, +oo) the function corresponding to

(u + v) via this map. Then

(3.7) ui($o,wo)=0>uy(c,w),        ($,w)EU'\{(<;o,wo)}.

Furthermore, by the properties of an admissible coordinate system, Hessnui(f,tu)

is not of class —ht   , = -h+ (it is now independent on (c, w)) for a.a. (c, w) E U'.
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This implies that HessRui (c, w) is not negative definite at the same points. (If

it were, then both its Hermitian part, Hesscui(c, w) would be negative definite,

as well as the form (W,A22W) + Re(W, BW) (= the restriction of HessRui(c,iu)

to {0} x Cn). Then Hessnu(f,u;) e -h+, contrary to the assumption; cf. (3.5).)

In addition, Uy E Ci'^, yoc(U'). (Since v is smooth, (u + v) E C^ loc, and uy E

Clijoe ^ Corollary (2.5).)

Concluding, uy E Ci'^ loc(U') and, for a.a. (c,w) E U', rIessRuy(c,w) has at

least one nonnegative eigenvalue. Hence, uy must have local maximum property on

U', by the argument in [9, p. 319, lines 11-24]; cf. also [12, Theorem B.12]. This

contradicts (3.7).    Q.E.D.

LEMMA 3.8. Let M be a complex manifold with the separation property. Let

P1^2 be classes of usc functions (nonnecessarily pseudoconvex or admissible) on

M — M x Cn, such that subclasses Cl'^ yoc^P1 andCj^ locHP2 are dense in P1

and P2 respectively, in the sense of Corollary 2.9. Let Y^,Y2 denote the classes of

forms representing, at x E M, P1 and P2, respectively. Assume that Y1 C (Y2)D,

for all xEM.  Then P1 C (P2)d and P2 C (P1)1*.

PROOF. By [11, Definition 1.11], both statements are equivalent to showing that

whenever K C U C M, u E P1^), v E P2(U), where U is open and K compact,

then

(3.8) max(u + v) < max(u + v).
K dK

By the assumptions (cf. Corollary 2.9), there are functions

Unetci^nP'XnbhdiO

and vn E (Ci'^oc D P2)(nbhdif), n — 1,2,..., such that un(x) \ u(x), vn(x) \

v(x), x E K.

Fix n. Then, for a.a. x E Int(K), both un and vn have the second-order Peano

differential at x and Hessn(un +vn)(x) G Y1+Y2 C (Y2)D + Y2. By the definition

of (YX)D (cf. Proposition 3.4 or [12, Definition A.2(iii)]), this implies that

Hessn(un + vn)(x) is not of class -ri+ for a.a. x E lnt(K). By Lemma 3.7,

max(un + vn)\K < max(un -I- vn)\dK. (Note that (un + vn) E C^loc.) This

implies (3.8).    Q.E.D.

We consider now an invariant admissible class P; cf. (1.8), (1.9), on a complex

homogeneous space M = M x C", M = K/G, and examine the relation between

classes of forms Yp and Yq representing P at two points p and q of M.

Let f:M^>M denote the action of any element of the group K = K ffi

Cn, such that f(p) = q. Then / is biholomorphic and its differential at p, /* =

(/»)p: TP(M) —> Tq(M), is a C-linear isomorphism.

If u E Cj^ 1oc (nbhd q) has the second-order Peano differential at q, then so does

(at p) uo f. It follows from (3.2), (3.3) and computations similar to those in Krantz

[7, p. 105] that, if F1 = Hess"(u o f)(p) and F = Hessnu(g), then

(3.9) F1(X,X) = F(ft(X),U(X)),        XETp(M).
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(The reason for this is that / acts separately in z and w, is biholomorphic in z and

is just a translation in w.) If we denote f*F = F1, then we obtain an i?-linear map

(3.10) f*:hq-*hp.

By the observations in the proof of Proposition 3.3, if F E h+ (cf. Definition

3.1(b)), then there is a smooth function u(z, w), plurisubharmonic in (z, w) and

convex in w, such that Hessnu(g) = F. By (3.9), f*F = Hessn(u o f)(p). Since

u o / is clearly plurisubharmonic in (z, w) and convex in w, f*F E h£. Hence

(3-11) f*(h+)Ch+.

Eventually, if F E Yq (cf. Definition 3.1(c)), then F = Hessnu(g), for some

function u E (Cl'^, loc D P)(nbhdg). By (3.9), f*F = Hessn(u o f)(p). Since

uofeP,f*FEY/,'. Thus

(3.12) f*(Yq) C Yp,

because Yp and Yq are closures of Yp and Yq respectively.

The same arguments applied to /_1 yield the linear transformation (/_1)*: hp

-» hq and inclusions (/-1)*(/»+) C h+, (/_1)*(rp) C Yq. In addition, (f'1)* =

(f*)-\ by (3.9). By this and (3.10)-(3.12), get f*(hq) = hv, f*(h+) = h+ and
f*(Yq) = Yp. We summarize these observations in the next corollary.

COROLLARY 3.9. Let M — K/H be a complex homogeneous space and P be an

invariant admissible class of functions on M = Mx C". Let g E K ffiC", tg: M —►

M be the action of g on M, x E M and y = tgx. Then t*: hy —► hx (defined

by (t*F)(X,X) = F((tg)*X,(tg)*X), X E TX(M)) is an order isomorphism, i.e.

fg(h+) = h+ andt*g(Yy)^Yx.

REMARK 3.10. In particular, Yx must be invariant with respect to the action of

the isotropy group at x. This is in contrast with the Euclidean case [12, §3], where

no such restriction occurs.

LEMMA  3.11.   Under assumptions of Corollary 3.9, let p E M = M x Cn,

F EYV and FyEh+. Let u E C(2'(nbhdp) and Hess"u(p) = F + Fy. Then

(i) Hessnu(x) E Int(Kc) for x near p;

(ii) u E P(nbhdp).

PROOF, (i) As observed in the proof of Lemma 2.6 (cf. (2.9), (2.10)), there is a

neighborhood V of p in M and a smooth map s: V —> K = K ffi Cn, such that

(3.13) s(p)=effi0,

(3.14) ts{x)p = x,        x e V.

By Corollary 3.9,

(3.i5) Yx = (t:{x)ri(Yp).

Clearly, the function x —► HessII(uo(s(a.))(p): V' —► hp is continuous. Its value at p

is an interior point of Yp, because Hessn(uois(p))(p) = F + Fy C Yp + h+ C Int(Fp);

cf. [12, Proposition A.5(iii)]. Hence, there is a neighborhood V, p E V C M, such
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that Hessn(u o ts{x))(p) E lnt(Yp) for x E V. By this, (3.9) and Corollary 3.9, we

get

Hessnw(x) = (t;(x))-1(Eessu(uot3{x))(p)) e (t*^)-1 (IntYp) = IntYx.

This proves (i).

The proof of (ii) follows directly from (i) and the next assertion.

ASSERTION. If V is an open set and u: V —► R has the second-order Peano

differential, such that Hessnu(x) E Int(Yx) for every x E V, then u E P(V).

To prove this it is enough, by [11, Theorem 3.5], to construct, for every x E V,

a neighborhood Vx oi x and a continuous minorant ux of u, such that

(3.16) ux E P(VX),        ux(x) = u(x);

(3.17) ux(y)<u(y),    for y E Vx\{x}.

Recall that h°, the convex cone of positive definite forms in hx, is contained in /i+,

and so Yx is an order cone with respect to the order structure (hx,h°) as well. By

this and [12, Proposition A.5(iii)], Int(Yz) = Yx+h° = (Yx+h°)+h° = Int(Yx)+h°,

and so there are F E Int(yx), F0 E h°, such that Hessnu(x) = F + F0. Fix

x EV. By Proposition 3.3, F E Yx, i.e. F = Hessuui(x) for some function uy E

(P fl CL'qo loc)(nbhdx), and so Hess (u — uy) = Fq. Fix an admissible coordinate

system at x. By Remark 3.2, there is a function v, satisfying condition (3.4), such

that the second-order Peano differential of u — uy —v is equal to Hessn(u-ui —v) =

Hessn(u — Ui).

Let ux(y) = uy(y) + v(y), y E nbhd(x). By axiom (1.8)(ii) and condition (3.4),

ux E P(nbhdx). By adding a constant to v, if necessary, we obtain ux with

ux(x) = u(x); cf. axiom (1.5). Thus (3.16) holds. Since (u — ux)(x) — 0, and the

second-order Peano differential of u - ux at x (with respect to fixed coordinate

system) is equal to the positive definite form A, (u — ux)(y) > 0 for y ^ x, y near

x, which proves (3.17).    Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 3.12. Let M = K/H be a complex homogeneous space, M = Mx

C", andPx,P2 be two invariant admissible classes of functions onM; cf. (1.8)(ii),

(1.9), with representing classes of forms at x denoted by Y1 and Y2, respectively.

Then P = P1 C\P2 is an invariant admissible class on M with representing class

of forms at x, equal to Y1 D Y2.

PROOF. The invariance and admissibility of P = P1 n P2 is obvious. Let Yx

be the class of forms representing P at x, with Yx as in Definition 3.1(c). Clearly,

Yl C (Y1) n (Y2), and so

(3.18) Y.cY'nY2.

Let F E MK,.1) n InttK,2) and choose u E C(2)(nbhdx) with Hess"u(x) = F.

By Lemma 3.1(h), u is both of class P1 and P2 near x, and so u E P(nbhdx).

Thus F EYX and, consequently, Int^1) n Int(rx2) C Yx. By [12, Lemma A.10],

ci(int(yI1)nint(yx2)) = y/nyj2. Thus, y^ny? c yx and, by (3.18), y^ny,2 = yx.

Q.E.D.
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4. Admissible classes of functions for complex interpolation of normed

spaces. Complex interpolation families of norms or quasi-norms on C" para-

metrized by points of a complex manifold M were defined in [13] in terms of a given

pseudoconvex class of functions P on M = M x Cn. The natural requirement of

complex theory that the construction be invariant with respect to biholomorphic

bundle automorphisms

(4.1) (z,w)^(z,Tz(w)):GxCn-*GxCn,

where G C M and Tz: Cn —> C" are C-affine and onto, leads to the following

DEFINITION 4.1. Let M be a complex manifold (nonnecessarily a homogeneous

space). Let Q be a class of functions on M and R be a class on Cn. We denote by

P£ the class of all functions u: U —► [—oo, +00), U C M = M x C", such that the

following two conditions hold:

(4.2) whenever /: V —> C", V c M is a holomorphic map, then the

function z —► u(z, f(z)) is of class Q on {z E V: (z, f(z)) E U};

(4.3) for every z, the slice function w  —* u(z,w) is of class R (on

{w: (z,w) E U}).

The next proposition can be checked in a straightforward fashion.

PROPOSITION 4.2. If M is a complex manifold and classes Q,R satisfy axioms

(1.1)—(1.5) and (1.7), then so does the class Pq .

In the abstract setting of [11, Definition 1.4], it is not obvious whether pseudo-

convexity of Q and R implies that of Pq, especially whether the abstract version

of the axiom (1.9) holds; cf. [11, Condition (1.9)(i),(ii)]. It holds, however, in the

invariant situation studied here.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let M = K/H be a complex homogeneous space. Let Q be

an invariant complex pseudoconvex class on M (i.e. conditions (1.1)—(1.7), (1.8)(i),

(1.9) hold) and let R be a translation invariant pseudoconvex class on Cn. Assume

that R contains constant functions. Then Pq is an invariant admissible pseudo-

convex class of functions on M = M x C" (i.e. conditions (1.1)—(1.7), (1.8)(ii) and

(1.9) hold).

PROOF. Condition (1.9) follows immediately from Definition 4.1 and properties

of Q and R.
Admissibility. Recall that, by definition (cf. [11, (0.1)]), a translation invariant

pseudoconvex class on Cn satisfies the following condition:

(4.4) if u E R(G), GcC" and v: G -> R is locally convex on G, then

(u + v)ER(G).

Thus, if u E Pq(U) and v(z,w) is locally convex in w, then the slice functions

w —► (u + v)(z,w) are of the class R, for every z. If v(z,w) is, in addition,

plurisubharmonic, u E Pq and /: V —> Cn is holomorphic, then the function

z —» u(z,f(z)) is of class Q, function z —► v(z,f(z)) is plurisubharmonic, and so

z —» (u + v)(z,f(z)) is of class Q, by (1.8)(i). Hence, (u + v) E Pq(U), and so

condition (1.8) (ii) holds.
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Condition (1.6). If U C M is relatively compact, choose a relatively compact

open set V C M, such that U C V x Cn. By (1.6), there is a bounded function

uo E Q(V). Let u(z, w) = u0(z). Clearly, u is a bounded function of class Pq on

U. (This is the only place in the proof, where the property that constant functions

belong to R is used.)

The remaining conditions for the pseudoconvexity of P^ were established in

Proposition 4.2.    Q.E.D.
The next observation is a direct consequence of Definition 4.1.

PROPOSITION 4.4. //, in the situation of Definition 4.1, class R is invariant

with respect to the action of the group Gl(Cn), then the class Pq is closed with

respect to the composition with biholomorphic bundle automorphisms (4.1).

In the remainder of this section, we will restrict our attention to the following

special cases of Gl(Cn) invariant classes: R — co, the class of all (locally) convex

functions on (open subsets) of Cn; R = psh, the class of all plurisubharmonic

functions on C", and the trivial case R = usc, the class of all upper-semicontinuous

functions.

NOTATION 4.5. By PQ,PQh and Pq we mean the class P^ with R corre-

sponding to co, psh and usc, respectively. By (usc)R we denote the class of all usc

functions u(z,w) on M x C", such that all the slice functions w —► u(z, w) are of

class R.

The following is obvious.

Proposition 4.6. Pg = Pq n (nsc)R.

The following classes Q are most important for complex interpolation of normed

spaces in [13]: Q = the class of all functions that are subharmonic with respect to a

given invariant Kahler metric on M; Q = Pq = the class of all ^-plurisubharmonic

functions on M, where 0 < <j < fc — l,fc = dime M; cf. [5, 9].

PROPOSITION 4.7. If M is a complex manifold and Q = Pq (on M), then

PQ = pq (onM). Furthermore P§ = Pq n (usc)R.

REMARK 4.8. Consistently with Proposition 4.7, we let Pgco,PPsh stand for the

classes Pq°, P£sh, onMxC, where Q = Pq (on M). Clearly,

(4.5) P„co = P, n (usc)co,

(4.6) pPsh = Pgn(usc)psh.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.7. Since the class Pq is biholomorphically invariant

[10, Property 1.11], we can assume without loss of generality that M = Cfe. The

class Pq = Pqbc, with Q = Pq on Cfc, is a translation invariant pseudoconvex class

on Cfc x Cn (cf. Proposition 4.3), and so the class C n Pq (where C = the class of

all continuous functions) is dense in Pq in the sense of Corollary 2.9. Hence, it is

enough to show that, whenever u E (C n Pq)(U), U C Cfc+n, then u E Pq(U).

By the definition, we have to check (cf. Hunt and Murray [5], or [9, §1]) that,

for every complex hyperplane L c Ck+n, with dime L = q + 1, the restriction

u|L n U is ^-plurisubharmonic. Since q < fc - 1, it clearly suffices to do the same

for every hyperplane L0 with dime L0 = fc.   In case L0 does not contain any
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vertical (i.e. in-direction), Lo can be represented as Lo = {(z,to(z)): z E Cfc},

where to: Ck —> C" is a C-affine map. Then u|Lo (~\U E Pq, because the function

z —* u(z, to(z)) is of class Q = Pq (on Ck), by condition (4.2). In case Lo contains a

vertical direction, choose a sequence of complex hyperplanes Lj, such that Lj —» Lo

in the gap topology and none of L/s, j = 1,2,..., contains any vertical direction.

Fix (zq,Wo) 6 U. It is easy to see that there are C-affine maps T,: Ck —> Ck+n,

j = 0,1,2,..., such that T,(Cfc) = Lj, j = 0,1,2,...; To(0) = (z0,wQ) and

Tj —» To, uniformly on compact sets. Since Lj are nonvertical, u\Lj (~\ U is Q-

plurisubharmonic (as it was already observed), and so uoTj E Pq, by [9, Property

1.11]. Since u is continuous, u o Tj(z) —► u o T0(z), uniformly on a neighborhood

of 0 € Ck, and so u o T0 E Pq, near 0. (This easy fact follows, for example, from

[11, Proposition 3.2].) Since To is biholomorphic, uo|Lo is ^-plurisubharmonic near

(z0,w0).    Q.E.D.

THEOREM 4.9. Let M = K/H be a complex homogeneous space and let Q be

a complex, invariant pseudoconvex class on M (i.e. (1.1)—(1.7), (1.8)(i) and (1.9)

hold), satisfying the condition

(4.7) whenever g EQ and r > 0, then rg E Q.

Let <p E C^(R) have positive derivative on R and u(z,w) be a usc function on

<7cM = MxCn. Then

(i) the function <pou E (PqY (cf. [11, Definition 1.11]), provided the function

(z, w) -> <p(g(z) + u(z, w)) is of class (P03O)d for every gEQf\ Cl'^, loc,

(ii) ip o u is of class (PqS )d, provided for every g E Q fl Cl'^ loc the function

(z,w) -»<p(g(z) + u(z,w)) is of class (P0)d = Pk+n-i-

(iii) if the function <p(h(z) + u(z,w)) is of class (PQ°)d (or of class (PgSh)d),

for every pluriharmonic function h(z) on M, then, for every g E Q, the function

<p(g(z) +u(z,w)) is of class (Po°)d (or of class (Po)d = Pfc+n-i respectively).

REMARK 4.10. As an examination of the proof of Theorem 4.9 shows, in case

<p(x) — x, condition (4.7) is not needed.

To prove the theorem, we will identify first (in Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12) the classes

of quadratic forms representing Pq° and PqS at p E M, as well as their dual order

cones. The description will be in terms of the representing class of forms for Q.

We will use the formulism introduced at the beginning of §3; cf. (3.1)-(3.5)

and remarks proceeding Definition 3.1. In particular, we fix p = (a, b) E M =

MxC" and an admissible coordinate system (cly... ,ck,wy,... ,wn) near p, and

use routinely the following block representation (relative to the fixed coordinate

system) of forms of type II, i.e. F E hp:

(4.8)
F(Z @W) = A(Z ®W) + Re(W, BW)

= (Z,AnZ) + (Z,A12W) + (W,A21Z) + (W, A22W) + Re(W, BW),

where Ayy,Ay2,A21,A22 and B are matrices of sizes fcxfc, k xn, nx k, nx n and

nx n respectively, and A'j = Aji, i,j = 1,2, and BT = B.

Note also that, since Q is a complex class (cf. (1.8)(i)), the situation in Definition

3.1 simplifies as follows: Hessnu = Hesscu for u E Cl'^, loc(M), hp reduces to the
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space of Hermitian forms on Tp (M) and the cone /z+ is identical with the cone h°

of positive definite forms in hp. Representation (3.5) reduces to (Z, AZ), A = A*,

and the representing class Y for Q has the following properties; cf. [12, Definition

A.2(iii)]:

y + A C y, if A is positive definite;
(4.9)

YD = {A: Y + A does not contain any negative definite form}.

LEMMA 4.11. Let M - K/H and Q be as in Theorem 4.9. Let p = (a,b) E

M = MxCn and let Y, Yc0, Ypsh denote classes of forms representing pseudoconvex

classes Q,Pq° and PqS)i at points a,p and p respectively.  Then

(i) the form (4.8) belongs to Ypsh if and only if A22 is positive semidefinite and

the following condition holds:

(4.10) (An + A12S + S*A21 + S*A22S) E Y   for every S E C[n x fc];

(ii) if A22 is positive definite, then (4.10) holds if and only if (Ayy— AyzA^ A2y)

EY;
(iii) the form (4.8) belongs to Yco if and only if A22 is positive semidefinite,

condition (4.10) holds, and

(4.11) \(W,BW)]<\(W,A22W)\   forW eC".

PROOF. Let Y, Zco and Zpsh be classes of forms representing, at p E M, in-

variant and admissible pseudoconvex classes Pq, (usc)co and (usc)psh, respectively.

Obvious relations PQ° = PQ n(usc)co and P%sh = Pq n(usc)psh, and Corollary 3.12

imply that

(4.12) Yco = YC\Zco,

(4.13) ypsh = yn£p8h.

Since (usc)co and (usc)psh consist precisely of functions u(z, w) that are convex or

plurisubharmonic in w, and usc otherwise, the following observations are clear:

(4.14) form (4.8) belongs to Zpsh if and only if A22 is positive semidefinite;

(4.15) form (4.8) belongs to Zco if and only if the form (W,A22W) +

Re(W, BW) is positive semidefinite, which is equivalent to condi-

tion (4.11).

Relations (4.12) (4.15) imply clearly that in order to prove parts (i) and (iii) of

the lemma, it suffices to establish the next two assertions.

ASSERTION 1. If the form (4.8) belongs to Y, then condition (4.10) holds.

ASSERTION 2. If the block component A22 is positive semidefinite and condition

(4.10) holds, then the form (4.8) belongs to Y.

As for part (ii) of the lemma, it follows from the following matrix identity (which

holds, if A22 is positive definite):

(Z, (Ayy + Ay2S + S*A2y + S*A22S)Z)

= (Z, (Ayy - Ai2A^A2l)Z) + |(A-1/2A21 + A^2S)Z|2.
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(Indeed, if (4.10) holds, then using S, such that A^2 A21 + A22 S — 0, we get

(An — Ai2A2~21A2i) E Y. Conversely, if the latter form is of class Y, then its sum

with the positive semidefinite Hermitian form |(A22 A2i + A1f2S)Z\2 is also of

class y, by Proposition 3.3, and so (4.10) holds by the identity (4.16). This proves

part (ii).)

PROOF OF ASSERTION 1. By Definition 3.1(c), Y is the closure in hp of the set

of all forms Hessnu(p), where u E Pq n Ci'^ loc, and so we can assume without

loss of generality that the form (4.8) is equal to Hessnu(p), u E Pq fl Ci'^, loc.

Let s E C[n x fc]. We can also assume that the fixed admissible coordinate system

(fii • • - ;?fci wi, ■ ■ ■: Wn) has the property that c(a) — 0 E Ck. Define the map

f(z) = b+S[cy(z),... ,Ck(z)]T. Clearly, /: V —► Cn, where V is some neighborhood

of a, is analytic, and by condition (4.2), the function v(z) = u(z,f(z)) is of class

Q(V). Thus, Hesscu(a) E Y. (Function v E C*!'^ loc and has the second-order

Peano differential at a.) One can check that Hess   v(a) is the form

(Z, (Ayy + Ay2S + S*A21 + S*A22S)Z),

and so condition (4.10) is established.

PROOF OF ASSERTION 2. Observe first that any form (4.8), such that A22 is

positive semidefinite and condition (4.10) holds, belongs to the closure, in hp, of

the set of all forms (4.8), such that

(4.17) A22 is positive definite, (Ayy — Ai2A2"21A2i) E IntY and, for every

S E C[n x fc], the form Ayy + A12S + S*A21 + S*A22S belongs to

y.

Indeed, if F(Z ffi W) (cf. (4.8)) is the original form, then the forms F(Z ffi W) +

e\Z\2 + £|iy|2, e > 0, are the desired approximations. First, condition (4.10) holds

for such an approximation because (Ayy + elk) + A12S + S*A21 + S*(A22 +eIn)S =

(Ayy + A12S + S*A21 + S*A22S) + e(Ik + S*S). This form is the sum of a form of

class y and of the positive semidefinite form e(Ik + S*S), and so of class Y itself.

The same conclusion holds for the form F(Z®W) -r-elWI2, by the same argument.

Applying the equivalence (ii) to the latter form we obtain that the Schur factor

An — Ay2(A22 + eIn)~1A2y is of class Y. Now, the analogous Schur factor for the

form F(Z® W) +e]Z\2 +e\W\2 is equal to elk + [Ayy - A12(A22 + ein)-1 A21], and

so it belongs to the class slk + Y. By [12, Proposition A.5(iii)], the latter class is

contained in Int(y), and so is the Schur factor.

By the above argument, it suffices to show that any form (4.8), satisfying con-

dition (4.17), belongs to Y. By an elementary matrix computation, such form can

be represented as follows:

(4 18)        F{Z ®W) = &'{An ~ A^A22^2i)Z) + \A-2l/2A21Z + AH2W\2

+ Re(W,BW).

Since (Ayy — Ay2A^A2y) E Int Y, we can apply Corollary 3.12 and obtain a smooth

function uo E <3(nbhda), such that

(4.19) Hesscu0(a) = Au - A^A^1 A2i.
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Using the fixed admissible coordinate system Cy, c2,..., &, wy,..., wn at p, we define

now

(4.20) v(z, w) = \A221/2A21c (z) + A^w]2 + Re(w, Bw).

Clearly, v is a plurisubharmonic function in (z, w) in a neighborhood of p. It follows

immediately from condition (4.2) of Definition 4.1 that the function u(z,w) :=

Uq(z) + v(z,w) is of class Pq (note that Q is a complex class; cf. (1.8)(i)). By

(4.18)-(4.20), Hess"u(p) = F, the given form satisfying (4.17). Thus, F E Y,

which completes the proof of Assertion 2.    Q.E.D.

LEMMA 4.12. If M = K/H and Q satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 4.9,
and Y,Yco,Ypsh are defined as in Lemma 4.11, then:

(i) form (4.8) belongs to (Ypsh)D if and only if A22 is not negative definite or

the following condition holds:

(4.21) (An+Ai25-rS*A2i+S*A225)€yD    for some S E C[n x fc];

(ii)   if A22   is negative  definite,   then condition (4.21)  holds if and only if

(Ayy-Ay2A^A2y)EYD;

(iii) form (4.8) belongs to (YC0)D if and only if the form (W, A22W)+Re(W,BW)
is not negative definite or condition (4.21) holds.

PROOF. As in the last proof, the lemma will follow from properties of Y, the

class of forms representing Pq at p.

ASSERTION 1. If form (4.8) satisfies condition (4.21), then it belongs to YD.

If F is the form under consideration, with block components Aij,B, choose

So E C[n x fc], such that

(4.22) (An + Ai2S0 + S0*A2i + 50*A2250) € YD.

Consider an arbitrary form F' e Y, with block components A[ , B' in the repre-

sentation (4.8). By Assertion 1 in the proof of Lemma 4.11, applied to S = So, we

get (A'yy + A'12S0 + S$A'2y + S0*A'22S0) E Y. This and the relation (4.22) implies

that the form

(An + A'n) + (A12 + A'12)So + S0'(A21 + A'21) + S0*(A22 + A'22)S0

belongs to YD + Y, and so it cannot be a negative definite form on TP(M). This

means that the Hermitian part of the form F + F' cannot be negative definite, and

so the form F + F' does not belong to (-/ip ), provided F' EY. This proves the

assertion.

ASSERTION 2. If F is a form with representation (4.8) and A22 is negative

definite, then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) F E YD;

(b) (An + Aj2S + S*A21 + S*A22S) E YD for some S E C[n x fc];

(c) (Au-A^A^A^ey0.
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We prove it using the following matrix identities, which are valid when A22 is

negative definite:

(4.23)_

(Z, (A„ + Ai2S + 5*A2i + S*A22S)Z)

= (Z, (Ayy - A12A2-21A2i)Z) - |(-A22)"1/2A2iZ + (-A22)1/2SZ|2;

(4.24)
F(Z ®W) = (Z, (Ayy - Ay2A2r!A2y)Z) - ](-A22)~1l2A2yZ + (-A22)1/2Wf

+ Re(W,BW).

We note that the implication (b)=>(a) constitutes Assertion 1.

(a)=>(c).   Suppose that (Ayy - Ai2A2"21A2i) <£. YD.   Then, by (4.9), there is

A'n EY and e > 0, such that

(4.25) (Z,A'yyZ) + (Z,(Ayy-Ay2A221A2y)Z)<-e\Z\2,        ZECk.

By Assertion 2 in the proof of Lemma 4.11, the form (Z,A\yZ) - Re(W,BW),

which has block components A'n,0,0,0, —B, belongs to Y. By (4.24) and (4.25),

F(Z®W) + (Z,A'yyZ)-Re(W,BW)<-e\Z\2-\(-A22)-1/2A2yZ+(-A22)1l2W]2;

the latter form is negative definite because A22 is nonsingular. Consequently, F(Z®

W) + (Z,A'yyZ) — Re(W, BW) is a negative definite form, and so of class (—/ip ),

which belongs to YD + Y. This is a contradiction.

(c)=>(b). Substituting S = -(-A22)_1A2i into (4.23), we get

(Z, (Ayy + Ay2S + S*A2y + S*A22S)Z) = (Z, (Ayy - Ay2A2r}A2y)Z),

which is of class YD. The proof of Assertion 2 is complete.

Recall that Ypsh = YC\ Zpsh, Yco = Y n Zco, by (4.12), (4.13). This and [12,
Corollary A.ll(ii)] imply that

(4.26) (yPsh)D _ (yjD y (ZP*h)D,

(4.27) (yco)D = (y)Du(zco)z?.

On the other hand, by (4.14) and (4.15), the next two observations are obvious.

(4.28) Form (4.8) belongs to (Zpsh)D if and only if A22 is not negative

definite.

(4.29) Form (4.8) belongs to (Zco)D if and only if the symmetric form

(W, A22W) + Re(W, BW) is not negative definite.

In particular, if form (4.8) is not in (Zpsb)D or (Zco)D, then A22 is negative defi-

nite and Assertion 2 applies. The lemma follows directly from the assertions and

relations (4.26)-(4.29).    Q.E.D.

LEMMA 4.13.   If form (4.8) belongs to the class of forms representing (Po°)d at

p = (a, b) E M, then at least one of the following two forms is not negative definite:

(4.30) (Z, AyyZ) + (Z, A12W) + (W, A21Z) + (W, A22W);

(4.31) (W,A22W) + Re(W,BW).
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PROOF. Denote by Y0CO and Yq the classes of forms representing respectively

pseudoconvex classes Pq0 and Po at p (cf. Remark 4.8). Since Pq° = Po fl (usc)co,

Corollary 3.12 implies that Y0ca = Yo D Zco (cf. (4.15) and preceding remarks) and

so, by [12, Corollary A.ll(ii)],

(4.32) (Y0CO)D = Y0D U (Zco)D.

It is clear that a form F represented by (4.8) belongs to Y0D if and only if form

(4.30) is not negative definite. By this and relations (4.29), (4.32), the set (Y0CO)D

consists precisely of form F, such that at least one of the forms (4.30), (4.31) is not

negative definite. This implies the lemma by Proposition 3.4.    Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.9(i). Fix function tp: R-* R with required properties.

Our basic strategy is to apply Lemma 3.8 to classes P1 ,P2 of usc functions (on M)

defined as follows.

We define P1 as the set of all usc functions U(z,w) — <p(u(z,w)) on M, such

that

(4.33) for every g E C^2' l~l Q, the function (z, w) —> <p(g(z) + u(z, w)) is

of class (Pco)d,

and let P2 = Pq. By Proposition 4.3, P2 is an invariant, admissible pseudoconvex

class on M, and so P2 fl Ci'^ loc is dense in P2 in the sense of Corollary 2.9,

as required in Lemma 3.8. It is less obvious that class P1 has the same property,

because this class is apparently not a generalized pseudoconvex one (namely, axiom

(1.5) is unlikely to hold). Consider, however, the class of all usc functions u(z, w)

on M = M x Cn, such that condition (4.33) holds. This class, which we will denote

by <p~1(P1), is generalized pseudoconvex, i.e. conditions (1.1)—(1.6) hold.

Indeed, (1.1) and (1.5) are obvious (if g E C^ DQ, then so does g + C). Axiom

(1.3) holds, because tp is increasing and continuous, and the class (Pco)d, being

pseudoconvex, satisfies (1.3) as well. In the same way, (1.4) is checked. As for (1.6),

it is enough to observe that the constant function uq(z, w) = 0 satisfies condition

(4.33). It does, because the function (z, w) —> <p(g(z) + uq(z, w)) = <p(g(z)) is

constant in w, and so is of class (Po°)d by Lemma 4.13.

It is also clear that the class tp^1(P1) is invariant in the sense of axiom (1.9),

seeing that both Q and (PC°)D satisfy (1.9). Thus, the class tp~1(P1) satisfies

all the assumptions of Corollary 2.9, and so the class Cl'^, loc fl tp~1(P1) is dense

in <p~1(P1) in the sense of Corollary 2.9. Since tp is C(2)-smooth and strictly

increasing, we conclude that Cj^ loc fl P1 is dense in P1 in the sense of Corollary

2.9, as required in Lemma 3.8.

Part (i) of the theorem is equivalent to the inclusion P1 c (P2)d. By the above

discussion and Lemma 3.8, in order to prove this inclusion, it suffices to show that

(4.34) y1 C (Y2)D,

where Y1 and Y2 denote the classes of forms representing P1 and P2, respectively,

at p £ M.

Suppose, (4.34) fails, i.e. there is F E Y1, such that F <£ (Yq10)0. We fix

an admissible coordinate system at p for the rest of the proof and assume that
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form F(Z @W) has representation (4.8), relative to these coordinates. By Lemma

4.12(h), (iii), form F has the following properties:

(4.35) the form (W, A22W) + Re(W, BW) is negative definite;

(4.36) A22 is negative definite and (Ayy - Ay2A22 A21) ^ YD.

(Note that, if the form (4.35) is negative definite, then so is A22.) Since the set

of all forms satisfying conditions (4.35) and (4.36) is open in hp, we can assume

without loss of generality (cf. Definition 3.1(c)), that for some function U = <p(u) E

P1 n Ci'^ loc which has the second-order Peano differential at p, it holds

(4.37) form F = Eessutp o u(a) satisfies (4.35) and (4.36).

Consider now a smooth function g on M, such that g(a) = 0, dg(a) = 0. Let

r = u(p). By standard computations and (3.2), (3.3), we get

Eessntp(g(.) + u(;-))(p)

= <p'(r)Hessco(a) + tp'(r)Eessllu(p)

+ tp"(r)du(p) ® du(p) + p"(r)Re(dwu)(p) ® (dwu)(p),

where d denotes the first-order complex differential and dw its vertical part. Ap-

plying this formula with g = 0, we obtain

(4.38) rlesslltp(g(.) + u(; -))(p) = <p'(r)Eesscg(a) + Kessn(<p o u)(p),

provided g(a) = 0, dg(a) = 0 and r — u(p).

By (4.36), we can choose A'n E Y, such that

(4.39) the form A'n + (Ayy — Ai2A2"21A2i) is negative definite.

Since the set of the forms A'n defined by this condition is open, we can assume

without loss of generality, that A'n E Int(y), and so, by Lemma 3.11, there is a

smooth function gy of class Q, such that HessC(?i(a) = A'u. Choose a smooth

plurisubharmonic function u(z) near a, such that u(a) — —31(a) and du(a) =

—dgy(a). By axiom (1.8)(i), (u + gy) E Q, and by assumption (4.7), the function

g(z) = (l/tp'(r))(u + gy)(z) is of class Q f) C<2>, with g(a) = 0, dg(a) = 0. Hence,

by (4.38), HessIV(o(0 + "(-, ))(?) = ^ii + F-. Using (4.24), we then obtain

HessIV(ff(0 + «(•, -))(P) = (Z, (Ai + 04n - Ai2A2-21A2i))Z)

- |(-A22)-1/2A2iZ + (-A22)l'2WI + Re(W,BW).

By (4.39), the Hermitian part of this form is negative definite (note, that A22 is

nonsingular), and the part involving W, namely (W,A22W) + Re(W,BW), is also

negative definite, by assumption (4.35). Lemma 4.13 implies now that the function

tp(g(z)+u(z, w)) cannot be of class (Po°)d, contrary to the assumption. This proves

part (i).

(ii) The proof of this part is very similar to that of (i), with the difference

that P2 = P,§sh now, and P1 is defined as the set of all usc functions U(z, w) =

tp(u, (z,w)) on M x Cn, such that, for every g E C^ C\ Q, the function (z, w) —^

<p(g(z) + u(z,w)) is (k + n — l)-plurisubharmonic. We omit further details.
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(iii) This is a partial converse to (i) and (ii) (the actual converse is false) and the

proof is very similar to the first part. We will sketch only the P^° case; the other

case being practically identical.

Consider first an auxiliary class P consisting of all usc functions u(z, w) on

MxC", such that, for every pluriharmonic function h(z) on M, tp(h(z)+u(z,w)) E

(PqY- Similarly as in part (i), we prove easily that P is an invariant generalized

pseudoconvex class, and so the subset P f~l Ci'^ loc is dense in P in the sense of

Corollary 2.9. By this and the fact that QflCi'^ loc is also dense in Q in the sense

of Corollary 2.9, it suffices to show that tp(g(z) + u(z,w)) E (Po°)d, when both o

and u are of class Ci'^, loc.

Consider any point x = (z,w), such that u and g have the second-order Peano

differential at x and z, respectively. Choose now a pluriharmonic function h(z) near

x, such that h(x) = — g(x) and dh(x) — —dg(x). Let gy = h + g and uy(z,w) =

—h(z) +u(z,w). Then, gy(x) = 0, dgy(x) — 0, and by (4.38), we get

Eessutp(g + u)(x) = HessIV(ffi + uy)(x) = £>'(r)Hesscgi(z) + Hessn(p o tti)(x),

where r = ui(x). Observe first that

(4.40) Eessntp(g + u)(x) E (YC0)D

(cf. proof of Lemma 4.13). To see this, represent tp'(r)rless°gy(z) by (Z,A\XZ),

and Hessn(p o ux)(x) by (4.8). Then A'n e Y and Hessn(p o u,)(x) E (Yco)D; cf.

Lemma 4.11 for notation. Applying Lemma 4.12(iii) to the latter form, we conclude

that either the form (W,A22W) + Re(W, BW) is not negative definite, or there is

a matrix S E C[n x fc], such that

((A'yy + Ayy) + Ay2S + S* A2y + S* A22S) EY+ Y°.

This relation means that the form

(Z, (A\y + Ayy)Z) + (Z, Ay2W) + (W, A2yZ) + (W, A22W)

is not negative definite. Lemma 4.13 implies now that (4.40) holds for a.a. x.

Eventually, one can use the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.8 to prove

the next assertion.

Assertion. In the situation of Lemma 3.8, if v E Ci'^ loc and Hessnt>(x) E

(Y2)D for a.a. x, then v E (P2)d. We apply the assertion to v = <p(g + u). This

completes the proof of part (iii).    Q.E.D.

5. Miscellaneous remarks. We will now prove some additional properties of

pseudoconvex classes that will be applied in [13].

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let Q be a complex pseudoconvex class on M = K/H (or

P be an admissible one on M = M x Cn); cf. (1.1)—(1.9). Assume that

(5.1) constant functions belong to Q    (or P).

ThenQdd=Q (or Pdd = P).

PROOF. According to [12, Theorem 1.8], Pdd = P, for an arbitrary pseudocon-

vex class P, provided M has a basis of P-regular neighborhoods in the sense of [12,

Definition 1.4]. Clearly, if G is a relatively compact neighborhood which is strictly
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convex with respect to an admissible coordinate system, then G is P-regular, be-

cause, for every xo E dG, there exist functions un(z,w), convex with respect to

this coordinate system, such that un(xo) = 0, un(x) \ —oo, for x E C7\{xo}. By

(5.1) and (1.8), un E P. Thus, Pdd = P (and Qdd = Q, as a special case when

n = 0).   Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 5.2. In the situation of Proposition 3.4, the class of forms rep-

resenting Pd at p E M is equal to Y°.

PROOF. By Proposition 3.4 and the fact that YpD = Cl(IntypD) (cf. [12, Propo-

sition A.5(iv)]), it suffices to find, for a given F E Int(ypD), a function u E C2 fl P,

such that Hessnu(p) = F.

Choose any smooth function, such that Hessnu(p) = F. In the same way as in

the proof of Proposition 3.11(i), we can show that Hessnu(x) E (YX)D for x EV,

where V is a neighborhood of p. The assertion at the end of §4 implies now that
uE(Pd)(V).    Q.E.D.

LEMMA 5.3. Let Q be a complex invariant pseudoconvex class on M = K/H

satisfying condition (5.1) and let u E nsc(U), U C M. Assume that for every

holomorphic function h on M, the function \eh\eu E Q. Then u E Q(U).

PROOF. We use notation and conclusions of Lemma 3.8. Let P1 consist of all

u, such that ]eh\eu E Q, for every holomorphic function h. It is easy to check

that P1 satisfies (1.1)-(1.9). Let P2 = Qd. Then P2 satisfies (1.1)-(1.9) (by [11,
Corollary 2.11]). Since (P2)d = Qdd = Q, the lemma is equivalent to the inclusion

pi c (p2)d   To prove thiS) ;t suffices t0 show, by Lemma 3.8, that Y1 c (Y2)D,

x E M. Denote by Yx the representing class of forms for Q at x E M. By

Proposition 5.2 and [12, Lemma A.8(iii)], (Y2)D = Yx. So, we have to prove that

Hesscu(x) E Yx, whenever ueP'n Cl'^, ioc- ^ ^ *s holomorphic, then

Eessc(\eh\eu)(x) = |eh(l)|eu(x)Hesscu(x)

+ \eh{x)\eu{x)(\dh + du)®(±dh + du)(x).

By the definition of P1, this form belongs to Yx; choosing h so that h(x) = —u(x)

and dh(x) = -2du(x) (x fixed), we get Hesscu(x) E Yx.    Q.E.D.

NOTE. Definition 4.1 is closely related to the definition of subharmonic norm

functions, introduced independently by Coifman and Semmes in their recent work

on interpolation of Banach spaces and nonlinear Dirichlet problems [15]. Both

definitions show some similarity to the definition of functions of class ip(q) given by

Wu [14].
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